
 

Fully Automatic Square Round Bottle PVC Shrink Sleeve 
Labeling Machine SPC-150B, 250B, 250D 
 

 
 

• Shrink Labeling Machine for Sleeve adopts PLC programmable controller, imported servo 
motor, servo driver, frequency converter and transducer. 

• Shrink Labeling Machine for Sleeve adopts the positioning module to ensure the casting 
label precise, rapid and stable. 

• Our Shrink Labeling Machine for Sleeve not only has a highly precise position for casting 
label, but also withstand the perfect shape of the bottle after shrinkage. 

 
1. It is suitable for all kinds of drinks, such as fruit juice, tea beverage, dairy products, pure water, 
beer, sports drinks and other food and beverage industries. It not only has high accuracy of 
labeling position, but also can highlight bottles and perfect bottle-shaped after shrinkage. 
2. Highly stable mechanical structure, the whole machine adopts stainless steel protective frame 
cover and aluminum alloy rigid frame, which is stable and rust-free. 
3. Flexible choice of all kinds of bottle type: round bottle, square bottle, elliptical bottle etc. can also 
choose the bottle mouth or body. 
4. Unique synchronous cutter holder, within the scope of specifications, no replacement cutter 
holder. If the specifications need to be changed, it can be completed quickly in 5 minutes. 
5. The shape is exquisite and beautiful, the overall structure is strong, and the use is more 
lightweight and flexible. 
6. Exclusively designed reciprocating cutter, which adopts rigid body combination of mechanism, 
can operate smoothly and prolong tool life by twice. 
7. Simple central pillar positioning, easy to change specifications, easy to operate, easy to 
understand, easy to learn, completely avoiding the user's troubles. 
8. The structure of this machine is simple and generous, which can ensure low failure rate and 
simple maintenance. 
9. The whole series of security main body safety protection frame is really intimate design. 
 



Technical Parameters: 

 

Model SPC-150B SPC-250B SPC-250D 

Labeling head 1 1 2 

Capacity(500ml/bottle/min) 0-150 150-250 150-250 

Input power(kw) 2 3 3 

Applicable diameter of bottle body(mm) 48-96 

Applicable length of label(mm) 30-250 

Applicable thickness of label(mm) 0.03-0.13 

Applicable internal diameter of paper tube(mm) 5”-10”(adjustable) 

Main machine side(mm) 2000*850*2000 2000*850*2000 3000*1200*2070 

 


